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6. Insert footrest assembly (D) into bracket (F) under the seat of the chair  
 and tighten knob (Y).

7. Mount footrests rods (E) onto vertical section of footrest assembly.  
 Mount left side first.

8. Slide foot sandals onto footrest rods and tighten bracket underneath  
 footrest sandal using knob (X).

9. Insert abductor (G) into round receptacle bracket (Z). 

1. Remove all positioning components from box. 

2. Remove bolts (A) and insert back mounting bracket (AG) in the  
 following order: 
 - Flat retaining bracket (AI) 
 - Seat pan (AH) 
 - Back mounting bracket (AG) 
 - Flat retaining bracket (AI #2)

 Reinsert bolts.

3. Lift up back to desired angle and seat depth and tighten bolts (A).

4. Insert arm rest assembly into mounting brackets (C).

5. Insert laterals in bracket (B) and tighten knob (V)
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10. Insert headrest post (H) into bracket (I) and turn knob (J) to tighten.  
  Tighten allen screws (K) on triangular bracket (L) and on the back of the  
  headrest cushion (M)
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adjustments:

TILT POSITION
Open knob (N) and pull back securing bracket (O). Press tilt actuator 
(P) and press down of both push handles (Q) to desired tilt angle. Return 
securing bracket (O) and tighten knob (N).
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SEAT TO BACK ANGLE AND SEAT DEPTH
Loosen bolts (A) and position back at desired depth. Place seat to back 
angle at desired setting.

ARM RESTS
Height – Loosen bolt (R) and adjust armrest assembly.

Angle – Push in knob (S) and adjust angle position.

Depth – Loosen bolts (AF) and adjust.
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SEAT WIDTH
There are two sets of hip guides included with this product. The set you 
use will determine the seat width. They can be switched by removing bolt 
(T) and replacing with the other set. Each set comes with its own bolts. 
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BACK HEIGHT
Back height can be adjusted by 
loosening knobs (U) and raising or 
lowering back.
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LATERALS
Laterals can be adjusted in 
height and width.  Loosen knob 
(V) and adjust height and width.
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Height

Loosen knob (J) and raise or lower vertical assembly pole.

Depth

Loosen 3 Allen screws (K) on triangular rotating bracket and push/pull 
headrest to desired position. For additional depth adjustability, mount the 
vertical assembly pole with the curve either facing inward or outward.

Angle

Loosen 3 Allen screws (M) on circular bracket on headrest and tilt 
headrest to desired angle. Additional angle adjustability can be achieved 
by loosening the 3 Allen screws (K) on the triangular rotating bracket and 
adjust accordingly.

HEADRESTS

FOOTRESTS
Height - Loosen knob (W) and raise or lower bracket.

Angle – Loosen knob (X).

Position 

	 •	 Lateral	position	of	foot	sandals	on	rod	can	be	achieved	by	 
  loosening knob (X).

	 •	 Depth	position	of	foot	sandals	on	rod	can	be	achieved	by	loosening	 
  knob (X).

	 •	 Depth	position	of	entire	footrest	assembly	can	be	achieved	by	 
  loosening knob (Y).
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ABDUCTOR
Abductor can be removed, raised or lowered by pressing pushpin (Z). The 
depth of the abductor can be changed by moving footrest assembly. The 
abductor pad can be moved by removing bolts under the pad and chang-
ing the position of the holes on the pad.
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LAP BELT
Length – Use buckle &/or change the position of the Velcro® straps under 
the seat.

HARNESS
The top and side Velcro® straps on the back of the chair adjust the length 
of the straps.

ACCESSORIES
BASE

MS 0014N - High base                       

MS 0015N - Low base

Mount chair onto either base.  Lock chair onto base by sliding bracket 
(AC) over cross bar (AD).
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two year limited
warranty

Your Drive brand product is warranted to be free of defects 
in materials and workmanship for two years from the date of 
the original consumer purchase.

This device was built to exacting standards and carefully 
inspected prior to shipment.  This Two Year Limited Warranty 
is an expression of our confidence in the materials and work-
manship of our products and our assurance to the consumer 
of dependable service.

This warranty does not cover device failure due to owner 
misuse or negligence, or normal wear and tear. The warranty 
does not extend to non-durable components such as rubber 
accessories, casters, and grips, which are subject to normal 
wear and need periodic replacement. 

If you have a question about your Drive device or this war-
ranty, please contact an authorized Drive dealer.
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